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“The Spirit of the Range... The Freedom of a People”
Bundy Oregon
THE SANDHILLS HILLBILLIES
DON’T SEEM TO GET THE BIG PICTURE Show Trial Begins
The proprietors of
the auction barns,
who have been
raised out and
around the Nebraska
and southern South
Dakota sandhills, still
don't get the picture.
They do not
understand why
there should be more than the two weigh-up
buyers or packer buyers, American Foods and
JBS, at their auctions. And these two buyers get
their orders from their bosses, who conspire at
the synagogue on Friday night to set the cattle
prices for the following week. This is not a
theory. The evidence is right before your eyes
at the sale barn.
The Western South Dakota barns understand
they need that extra weigh-up buyer sitting on
the seat. Last week, even though the market
was down, I purchased $83,465.43 worth of
cattle at St. Onge and $120,450.07 at the
Roseth barns. I purchased more weigh-ups
than the total sales at either Gordon or
Rushville. So the bottom line is: the ranchers
know where to merchandise their
cattle. Highway twenty is a dying cattle hub.
JBS basically pulled their buyer out of the hills,
because their buyer just makes an
accommodating showing. The buyer for JBS
on highway 20 does the same. They will buy a
handful, just to say they showed up for work.
The-pat-on the-back should go to the new
start-up meat plant in Aberdeen, South

Dakota. In western South Dakota every fleshy
cow from a cutter to a breaking utility brought
$78 to $80 cwt.. Without freight and
commission, this made the cutter cows cost
$170 in the meat and utilities $160. Put
another $5 for freight and commission, and this
makes the cows cost delivered over $175 in the
meat. This South Dakota cow market is at least
$100 a head higher than its counter part
southern neighbor state, Nebraska. There was
a package of Hereford cutter cows at Philip that
brought $75 cwt. and would yield 41%. This
would make then bring $183 in the meat at
Philip.
The bulls were costing less than $168 in the
meat in South Dakota. I have never seen the
day when a cow is worth more money hanging
than a bull. American Foods bought 80% of
the bulls, and is said to be the largest bull killer
in the world. They do have an absolute
monopoly on the bull meat market. They
dropped enough bulls to keep the market
down. Aberdeen needs to get into the bull meat
business. CEO of American Foods, Greg
Benedict trained with me on how to bone a bull.
An insider claims Aberdeen is breaking
even. If Aberdeen is breaking even on cows
bought at a $100 premium, think how much
money American Foods is making on cows
bought outside the Aberdeen area, or on the
bull monopoly.
Rudy Butch Stanko

The Bundy Malheur Refuge "Conspiracy" trial
started Sept 6 in Portland. Ammon Bundy's attorneys
argued that the Bundy brothers should be allowed to
dress regularly as they are presumed innocent.
Ryan Bundy told federal judge Anna J. Brown, "I'm
accustomed to boots and a belt." The Bundy
brothers were denied their attire of choice by the
judge, who supported the U.S. Marshals claim that
boots, neckties or belts can be used as weapons
against deputy marshals. The marshals carry 9 mm
guns, tasers, pepper spray and enough muscle to
look like they're on steroids yet feel threatened by
cowboy boots and belts- or is it the iconic cowboy
image the feds fear?
Along with the two Bundys, Shawna Cox, David
Fry, Neil Wampler, Jeff Banta and Ken Medenbach
are being tried. Other defendants have been split
off and will be tried in a separate trial slated to begin
February 14, 2017. All except Ammon and Ryan are
released pre-trial. It's difficult to pinpoint what is the
strangest part of this Bundy Show Trial. Here are a
few of the highlights.

Facebook warrant improperly handled

David Fry's attorney Per C. Olson complained that
the federal government "wantonly disregarded" the
terms of the search warrant, made "serious
misrepresentation to the court" and has shown a
"lack of respect for the process for seizure and
securing" of the Fedbook communications. The
warrant called for investigators to separate relevant
from irrelevant Facebook information.
The
investigators didn't even find pictures of someone's
naked girlfriend irrelevant enough since they failed to
put them under seal as the warrant instructed for all
irrelevant data then lied about it. The defense wants
all the Facebook data suppressed since it was
blatantly mishandled. Brown said she'd
communicate with the lawyers informally during the
Continued on Page 3
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Genocide Roll-Call of Dishonour

Those hooked on mainstream media
firmly believe that the Germans were
the worst mass killers in history;
indeed the only genocidal
psychopaths set on exterminating
entire peoples. The dreadful irony is
that such propaganda is now
conclusively proven to be untrue. The
alleged holocaust is today so
convincingly debunked that its only
protection is the imprisonment of
investigators who challenge the
official narrative. When the prison cell
replaces debate you can be certain
that the case made is full of holes.
Most damning of all are the many
holocausts that are never mentioned.
The worst crimes in human history are
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air-brushed out of the media by payrolled journalists and palace
publishers. A recent report discloses
that genocide and mass murder
during the 20th Century has claimed
the lives of 170,000,000 (170 million)
people. Even if the ludicrous claim of 6
million victims of Nazism was to pass
muster, who then was responsible for
the other 164 million deaths?
Bolshevik Occupied Russia (BOR)
accounted for 62,000,000 dead; this
figure is likely to be a gross
underestimate. Russia is the world’s
largest country; it crosses eight
different time zones. Until Alaska was
sold to Americans, Russia was the
only country to straddle three
continents. Yet, Russia’s postBolshevik population is less than that
of Bangladesh, one of the world’s
tiniest countries. Any media mention
of the Soviet holocaust is as rare as
rocking horse shit.
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mainstream media and the abundant
output of palace publishers.
Any amateur writer who pulls
together ludicrous claims to Nazi
persecution can be assured of
publishers’ agents clamouring for the
publishing rights. However, any
professional writer-researcher who
submits a solid account of any
program of genocide other than that
alleged against the Workers Reich will
find himself airily dismissed.
Mass extermination committed by
the Allies suggests that Britain and the
United States may take up third place
after the USSR and Communist
China. We can say with great degree
of certainty that 13,000,000 Germans
disappeared from 1945 onwards. To
these victims can be included millions
of refugees caught up in the advance
of the Red Army during 1944 ~ 1945.
The scale of Allied genocide was put
into perspective by Senator Homer
Capehart. Taking the floor in the U.S
Senate on February 5, 1946:

"Since the end of the war about
3,000,000 people, mostly
women and children and overaged men, have been killed in
Eastern Germany and southeastern Europe; about
15,000,000 people have been
deported or had to flee their
homesteads and are on the
road. About 25% of these
people, over 3,000,000 have
perished. About 4,000,000 men
and women have been deported
to Eastern Europe as slaves. It
seems that the elimination of the
German population of Eastern
Europe, at least 15,000,000
people, was planned in
accordance with decisions
made at Yalta."

Churchill had said to Mikolakczyk
when the latter protested during the
negotiations to Moscow against
forcing Poland to incorporate eastern
Germany;

“Don’t mind the five or more
million Germans. Stalin will see
to them. You will have no trouble
with them; they will cease to
exist”.
Today, it is generally accepted that
deaths caused by America’s wars of
aggression since 1945 can be
calculated at 20,000,000. If so then
this puts the U.S and its Allies not in
third, but second place. Communist
China is therefore relegated to third
place.
It is thought that as many as
20,000,000 ~ 30,000,000 Africans
died in conflict or of famine since
European nations transferred their
colonies to America’s banking and
corporate dynasties. Comparatively
speaking, the massacres of the Khmer
Rouge, which does occasionally get
media mention, were sideshows.
If you don’t recall reading real history
in mainstream media or publishers’
pap then you might consider if media
and bookshop-bought books are
worth the paper they are printed on. It
might be worthwhile reflecting on the
Report’s finding: This concludes:

“The best predictor of this
killing is regime power. The
more arbitrary power a regime
has, the less democratic it is,
and the more likely it will kill its
subjects or foreigners. The
conclusion is that “power kills,
absolute power kills
absolutely.”
This conclusion more or less sums
up U.S and EU government today
should give everyone pause for
thought.
Mike Walsh
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Droves of African Migrants in Mexico
Awaiting U.S. Asylum Under Secret Pact
Herds of African immigrants are
being housed in shelters in the
Mexican border town of Tijuana while
they await entry into the United States
under what appears to be a secret
accord between the Obama
administration, Mexico and the
Central American countries the
Africans transited on their journey
north. A backlog of African migrants is
overwhelming limited shelter space in
Tijuana and Mexican officials blame
the slow pace of U.S. immigration
authorities in the San Isidro port of
entry for granting only 50 asylum
solicitations daily.
Details about this disturbing program
come from Mexico’s immigration
agency, Instituto Nacional de
Migracion (INM), and appear this
week in an article published by the
country’s largest newspaper. “Mexico
is living through a wave of
undocumented Africans, due to a
humanitarian crisis on that continent,
that has saturated shelters in
Tapachula, Chiapas, and generated
pressure on shelters in Tijuana, Baja
California,” the news article states.
The African migrants’ journey begins
in Brazil under a South American
policy that allows the “free transit” of
immigrants throughout the continent.
Ecuador, Costa Rica, Nicaragua and
Panama facilitate the process by
transferring the concentration of
foreigners towards Mexico based on
an agreement that Mexico will help
them gain entry into the U.S. so they
can solicit asylum.
The Africans are mostly entering
Mexico through the southern state of
Chiapas, which borders Guatemala.
This week alone 424 Africans arrived
at the Chiapas immigration station,
which is situated in Tapachula.
Shelters in Tijuana currently have 154
migrants from African countries
waiting on their U.S. asylum
solicitations, according to figures
provided by the INM. “The
undocumented don’t want to stay in
Mexico,” the news article clarifies.
“They want to make it to U.S. territory
to solicit asylum based on the life
conditions that prevail in the
continent.” Authorities in Tijuana are
offering support to migrants from El

Congo, Somalia, Ghana and
California and Tijuana. Pakistan to
facilitate entering the U.S. through the
San Isidro crossing, according to the
news story. San Isidro is the largest
land border crossing between San
Diego, California and Tijuana.
The Obama administration has done
a great job of promoting its various
back-door amnesty programs, which
include perpetually extending a
humanitarian measure designed to
temporarily shield illegal immigrants
from deportation during emergencies.
It’s known as Temporary Protected
Status (TPS) and in the last few years
migrants from several African
countries have received it so the new
influx is not all surprising. Guinea,
Liberia and Sierra Leone got TPS
back in 2014 over the lingering effects
of the Ebola Virus and earlier this year
Homeland Security Secretary Jeh
Johnson extended it. The
administration cited the “continued
recovery challenges” the African
countries face for the extension.
Last summer Johnson extended a
TPS for Somalians until March 17,
which could have served as a United
States ”driving force behind the
sudden surge via Latin America. A
notice in the Federal Register says the
extension was warranted because the
conditions in Somalia that prompted
the TPS designation continue to be
met. “There continues to be a
substantial, but temporary, disruption
of living conditions in Somalia due to
ongoing armed conflict that would
pose a serious threat to the personal
safety of returning Somali nationals,
as well as extraordinary and
temporary conditions in the country
that prevent Somali nationals from
returning to Somalia in safety,” the
notice states. “The Secretary has also
determined that permitting eligible
Somali nationals to remain
temporarily in the United States is not
contrary to the national interest of the
United States.”
Source:Judicial Watch, Corruption
Chronicles, September 1, 2016
Http://www.judicialwatch.org/blog/20
1 6 / 0 9 / d r o v e s - a f r i c a n - m i g r a n ts mexico-awaiting-u-s-asylum-secretpact/
2017,
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weekend if she's leaning towards
suppressing. Lawyers: don't sit by the
phone.

Jury Selection

In spite of the fact that only one
women and 7 men are on trial, the jury
is composed of 8 women and only 4
men. Today's courts tend to lean

unusually small gallery, seating only
25 people. To be admitted, one needs
an invitation from a defendant. The
defendants are given two passes per
day. An overflow room only seats
about 30. The notoriously anti-Bundy,
anti-Constitution Oregonian and
Oregon Public Broadcasting are the
only two media outlets allowed in the
courtroom.

Charges Dropped
Against Pete Santilli

Federal Prosecutors whispered to
internet shock jock Santilli's lawyer
that the charges were being dropped

towards women jurors. According to
the Milgram Study, women are much
more inclined to obey the dictates of
authority figures and therefore obey
government judges regardless of how
heinous the order.
Observers have noted the modern
Jekyll and Hyde strategy of the judge.
Brown is sweet as pie to the jurors
when they're present and then turns
into a tyrant with the defendants after
the jurors are dismissed. One
observer called it "sucking up to the
jury".These jurors will be treated to
lattes, candy, snacks, huge tv's,
multimedia presentations and over the
top solicitous behavior from the feds.
Who would not love the government
when they are treating you so well?
One lawyer estimated to attorney Dr.
Roger Roots that the feds are
spending $100 million on this trial
alone.No expense will be spared in
pampering the jury. Lattes aside, it's
clear that jurors should be paid for
their time not the $12 a day pittance
that keeps so many more qualified
jurors begging off, pleading hardship.
The jurors should get the same pay as
the judges and prosecutors or at a
minimum $150- $200 a day.

Keeping Public Trial Private

The government wants to make this
public trial as private as possible. The
federal courtroom itself has an

against his client. Ammon Bundy was
incredulous that after seven-and-ahalf months in jail, the feds just said
"Congratulations" and shook hands.
Santilli should sue the Feds for false
imprisonment or a violation of his 8th
Amendment right- the no cruel and
unusual punishment clause. However,
his attorney informed Ryan Bundy that
Santilli intends to plead the 5th
Amendment if subpoenaed to testify.
Santilli's past behavior keeps the
internet abuzz in questions about his
dealings. Santilli is still a defendant in
the Nevada case.

Beefed Up Security

Defense attorneys argued that the
over presence of government police
agencies outside the courthouse
prejudice the jury against the
defendants. Brown said that was due
to threats. When questioned, she
didn't know who the threats were from
Continued on Page 6
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MARKET REPORT

SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR FULL MARKET REPORT
THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS

UPCOMING SALES

More Consignors by sale time.
Check our website for sale updates at
www.BelleFourcheLivestock.com
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despite the alarming increase of
surveillance in the American police
state. This same tactic has been used
in the Nevada case. The FBI has
already been caught masquerading
as militia, intimidating townspeople
this winter in Burns. A new police force
called the Federal Protective Police
has been budgeted to protect the feds.
Protect from whom? An angry
populace fed up with the feds?

Attorney Quotes Western

Ammon Bundy's lawyer Marcus
Mumford filed a last minute motion to
have the case dismissed because it
lacks subject matter jurisdiction.
Mumford complained that the
government's brief response was
"more indicative" of a "first-year law
student." He went on to say the
government's response brought to
mind the memorable exchange in the
film "The Treasure of Sierra Madre"
between a bandit and character
played by Humphrey Bogart. When
Bogart's character asks the bandit
where his badge was, the bandit
responded, "Badges? We ain't got no
badges. We don't need no badges. I
don't have to show you any stinking
badges!''
Mumford wrote, "The government's
response says, essentially, we don't
need to prove no stinking subject
matter jurisdiction!... But that's the
thing, they do." Concluding, Mumford
wrote "It should not be too much to
expect the government to directly
address this argument, which is
central to the entire motivation of Mr.
Bundy and the centrally disputed
element of this pending case." Stalin's
show trials in the Soviet Union didn't
need to prove no stinking subject
matter jurisdiction either.

Another fashion statement?

The Fully Informed Jury Associaton
(FIJA) photographed Defendant Ken
Medenbach's shirt. Over the left
pocket is LaVoy Finicum's brand. The
Constitution is written on the right
sleeve and the Bill of Rights on the left
sleeve. Also on the front appears a
quote from John Jay and on the back it
reads "Jury Rights- the pages of
history shine on instances of the jury's
exercise of it's prerogative to
disregard instructions of the judge..."
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U.S. vs Dougherty." Brown gave a
stern warning which she wrapped up
with "Do not wear that shirt again."
Jury nullification pamphlets from FIJA
were being given away outside the
courthouse by David Brugger.
Subsequently given a citation by Dept.
of Homeland Security cops and
eventually taken to the Multnomah
County booking area where the feds
were told "We don't want him in here.
What are you doing with him anyway?
This isn't even a jail-able offense. Get
him out of here!"
Brown has tipped her hand about
jury nullification. On one hand denying
that it's lawful but on the other saying
jury nullification works both ways. This
is clearly a veiled threat that she won't
accept a verdict on which she and her
handlers don't agree.
Defendants expect a two to three
month trial.

A L FA L FA H AY
FOR SALE
GRASS or GRINDING
H AY W A N T E D
WILL PICK UP
FROM YOUR FIELD
CALL BUTCH STANKO
308-360-2127
The Nationalist Times
Subscribe to America’s best patriotic newspaper
In each issue, The Nationalist Times tackles politics, economics,
race, immigration, cultural communism, privacy issues, the rapidly
growing high-tech surveillance state and Washington D.C.’s rush
to totalitarianism, and all the other doings of the New World Order
subversives, and we do it from a perspective that infuriates liberals
and globalists and delights patriots.
Published monthly since 1985, The Nationalist Times is politically
independent and promotes a common sense, intelligent, and
passionate alternative to the reigning “party line.”
Readers of THE STAMPEDE NEWS may subscribe to
The Nationalist Times for the special introductory offer of just
$29 for one year, or $55 for two years.
That’s more than half off the regular subscription price!
Send your subscription to:
The Nationalist Times, P.O. Box 218, Wildwood, PA 15091
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MARKET REPORT
AUGUST 29, 2016
A light run of yearlings that sold lower
with cows, and bulls also lower.
Continued pressure on the fat cattle market
put a lot of pressure on the feeders.
Les Lensegrav 16
Chad Escott
9
Kirk Schuelke 10
Boyd Ellingson 8

Angus steers
861 $132.50
Angus heifers 958 $123.25
Angus heifers 1014 $118.50
Angus heifers 1069 $115.25

THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS

UPCOMING SALE DATES

We invite you to any of

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
Special Spay Heifer; Yearling & Sheep Sale

our upcoming sales.
The quality of the cattle and
people will bring you back
to our sales every week. We
are privileged to have served

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 19
Special Yearling & Sheep Sale

the livestock industry for 56
years and look forward to

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 26
Special Yearling, Spring Calf & Sheep Sale

56

the next 50 years.

We continue to look at

MONDAY, OCTOBER 3
Special Yearling, Spring Calf & Sheep Sale
MONDAY, OCTOBER 10
Special All Breed Calf & Yearling Sale
(Feeders Only)

more livestock in the
country, if you are looking
to buy or sell livestock feel
free to contact us anytime.
Call the office at
605-967-2200 or Scotts cell
phone at 605-484-7127

RETIREMENT PARTY!
SPECIAL FOR

Jerry Shelbourn

UPCOMING CATTLE SALE

FULL MARKET REPORT MAY BE SEEN AT OUR WEB SITE
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UPCOMING SALES
2016 CATTLE SALES
Friday SEPTEMBER 16TH  WEIGH UP SPECIAL 
Selling All Classes of Cattle
10:00 AM  WEIGH UP CATTLE
12:00  NOON BRED COWS & PAIRS
FOLLOWED BY FEEDER CATTLE
Friday SEPTEMBER 23RD  SPRING CALF & YEARLING SPECIAL 
Selling All Classes of Cattle
Friday SEPTEMBER 30TH  SPRING CALF & YEARLING SPECIAL 
Selling All Classes of Cattle
Friday OCTOBER 7TH  SPRING CALF & YEARLING SPECIAL 
Selling All Classes of Cattle
Friday OCTOBER 14TH  SPRING CALF & YEARLING SPECIAL
Saturday OCTOBER 15TH  FIRST SATURDAY WEIGH UP COW SALE
Friday OCTOBER 21ST  ALL BREEDS SPRING CALF SPECIAL
Saturday OCTOBER 22ND  BRED COW SPECIAL &
WEIGH UP CATTLE SALE
Wednesday OCTOBER 26TH  ALL BREEDS SPRING CALF SPECIAL
Friday OCTOBER 28TH  ALL BREEDS SPRING CALF SPECIAL
Saturday OCTOBER 29TH WEIGH UP CATTLE SALE

SHEEP SALES
Thursday, SEPTEMBER 15, 2016
ANNUAL REPLACEMENT EWE, EWE LAMB & FEEDER LAMB SPECIAL
10:00 AM  SLAUGHTER EWES & BUCKS
FOLLOWED BY FEEDER LAMBS
12:00  NOON  CUSTOMER APPRECIATION BBQ
1:00 PM  REPLACEMENT EWES & EWE LAMBS
REPLACEMENT EWES - EXPECTING 5000 HD
EXPECTING 2000 EWE LAMBS

For more market results see
www.StOngeLivestock.com

THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS

EXPECTING 5000 FEEDER LAMBS
PLUS MORE BY SALE TIME!

